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EGP Concentrated Value Fund – 29 February 2020
EGP Concentrated Value Fund is a managed investment scheme focused primarily on owning Australian listed
businesses. It targets 3 – 5% annual outperformance of Australia’s preeminent ASX200 index over the long term.
Managed by a performance-oriented co-owner, we run a portfolio that is genuinely different. The sole objective is
to deliver the strongest possible risk adjusted returns. The fund manager has their entire investable asset base in
the fund, meaning focus on risk is unusually intense.
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The Month That Was: The fund fell by 6.7% in February. Our benchmark fell by 7.7%.
Had you given me all our holdings reports at the end of January and told me the market was going to fall by 7.7%,
I would have predicted a much better outperformance for our portfolio than we delivered. With only a couple of
exceptions, our holdings reported results that meaningfully exceeded our expectations.
By way of example, Dicker Data reported $64.1m of “Net Operating Profit” (NOP). The last guidance the company
provided was in late-October for profit to “finalise at over $60m”. They beat that by about 7% with only two
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months left in the year when they made the forecast. For context, they forecast a remarkably precise $51.4m
NOP at their first guidance in March, so despite giving that guidance to the decimal place, they beat it by about
25% by years end! This is a business that has beaten every forecast they give and repeatedly exceeded even the
most optimistic analysts’ forecasts, yet the price of DDR was down more than 12% in February and is 27% below
its all-time high. The business may well not grow its earnings as rapidly in 2020 as in 2019, but the future looks
better for DDR than at any time in recent memory.
To give some context to the rate at which DDR grew NOP in FY2019 was 37.5%. The Q4 NOP was $16.7m, which
was “only” 34.7% better than the $12.4m earned in the same quarter last year. Perhaps the collapse in profit
growth from 37.5% to 34.7% caused the February mark down? I feel like there wouldn’t be too many businesses
that have more than doubled their already substantial profits over the past 4 years that trade at similar multiples.
Another puzzling one was our largest holding UOS, although some unsettled Malaysian politics may have
contributed more than the markets falls to this outcome. UOS fell by 9% (again more than the broader market
fell), despite what I thought was a very respectable result. To be fair, the after-tax result was down 9% against last
year’s figure, but property development is a lumpy business. I believe the accounts to be incredibly conservatively
struck.
The business now has $1.575B of hard assets held at conservative valuations, including more than $400m of cash
(and growing very fast as working capital reverses) and long-held land carried at cost and worth multiples of its
carrying value, a more aggressive board could easily raise the NTA much closer to $2B, we prefer the
demonstrated conservatism. This is one of the most conservative balance sheets you’re likely to encounter. You
can buy this all for a market price of $1.17B based on February’s closing price.
The quality of UOS’s earnings has improved markedly over the past few years, most ably demonstrated as follows:
FY2014 FY2015 FY2016 FY2017 FY2018 FY2019
Rental Revenues $40.75 $44.30 $38.03 $37.36 $52.88 $67.18
Parking Revenues
$6.74
$7.69
$8.32
$9.81 $11.93 $13.61
Hotel Revenues
$23.03 $29.34 $32.29 $33.96
These recurring revenues should be valued more highly than the lumpy/unpredictable earnings from
development (especially in the present low-rate environment!). The thing missing from the last few years results
have been the substantial revaluation gains that were frequent in earnings in the years before this substantial
recent acceleration in recurring revenues. It should be patently obvious that as the businesses need for cashflow
has diminished, CS & Jim Kong have made the decision to accumulate wealth in assets more than had been the
case previously when they needed to realise assets to fund growth. This has not been a slow process, the equity
attributable to UOS shareholders has ballooned by two thirds in the past 5 years, or 10.7% annually.
This recent acceleration in recurring revenues (Parking + Rental + Hotel grew by >18% in 2019) we expect will only
continue in 2020. The new Komune Living Hotel and co-working space opened toward the end of 2019 and is
apparently already operating at occupancy levels of over 70%. The modest contribution for the final quarter for
this new asset will continue for all of 2020. Barring asset sales, we expect the recurring revenue in 2020 from just
these three line-items (Parking/Rental/Hotel) will likely exceed the $17.7m increase delivered in 2019. Aside from
the additional staffing costs required for the growing Hotel revenue, there will be minimal incremental cost
growth for these additional revenues. The completion of the United Point and Sentul Point mega-developments
will provide further recurring revenue tailwinds as tenants are added to the retained retail premises. The United
Point Facebook page steadily announces newly opened stores as the development matures.
It's hard to imagine UOS don’t grind out at least another $90m+ of post-tax profits in 2020, absent any revaluation
gains. The 26-acre Kuala Lumpur Digital City development indicates there is plenty of further growth ahead of the
business and the massive power of that cash-heavy balance sheet will be deployed judiciously as it was during the
GFC if the effects of the Coronavirus prove to be longer lasting…
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Our First Foreign Listed Investment: I became aware of the Pacific Green Technologies (PGTK:OTC) business in mid-2017. One of your fellow
unitholders was especially enamoured of the potential of the technology they were developing. PGTK was
primarily focused on developing exhaust gas scrubbers for maritime applications. Their scrubbing technology was
apparently world class and would undercut their competitors pricing, while still generating strong profit margins
for the company. Because we’re discussing a US business in this article, all dollar figures used will be US$ unless
otherwise marked.
In late 2017, when I first looked at the accounts, like so many businesses developing a potentially commercially
valuable technology, not only were they not yet profitable, they weren’t even generating revenues and were
chewing through about $3m per annum in research and development and staffing costs. During 2017, the share
price ranged from $0.60 to $0.90 per share, valuing the business at $25m-$38m.
Come 2018, with still only very modest revenues, and growing costs saw the company generated losses exceeding
$3m, but the commerciality of the technology was becoming apparent as they began to win some work. The
share price started the year at $0.80 and ended at $2.60 (valuing the business at $34.5m-$112m) as investors
started to bet the company would become viable.
It was over the course of 2019 that I started to really take notice of the business as they repeatedly grew their
forward revenue book. It was this announcement (.PDF), the 10Q for the September 2019 quarter that really
proved what the business was capable of being under full operational conditions, the business generated $62.7m
of revenue and $25.1m of gross profit and $13.6m of net profit and cash reserves of $13m. The stock traded in a
price ranging from $1.60 to $4.25 (valuing the business at $73.6m-$195.5m) as investors started to more fully
understand the potential of the business, despite the lack of liquidity.
With the business showing the potential to earn profits of $54m per annum (if they could annualise their
September 2019 quarter), any price sub $200m would seem to be remarkably cheap, particularly in light of the
enormous addressable market (more on that below). The key question to ask as an investor was whether the
revenues were likely to be one-off or repeatable and whether the technological advantages enabling the
revenues was likely to be defensible.
Is the Revenue Repeatable: The first thing to understand are the markets PGTK are targeting. The business has four divisions:
•
•
•
•

PacificGreen Marine Technologies
PacificGreen Air Technologies
PacificGreen Solar Technologies &
PacificGreen Water Technologies

For a relatively small company, PGTK clearly have big ambitions. But at present, the majority of the work is
coming via the PacificGreen “ENVI-Marine” system, as there has been a recent change in the emissions standards
for shipping, referred to as IMO (International Maritime Organization) 2020, whereby those ships using the
cheaper “Heavy Fuel Oil/Bunker Fuel”, must “scrub” the sulphur and particulate matter out of the emissions, or
alternatively use the more expensive low-sulphur fuels.
Depending on the price differential between these fuel types and a variety of other ship-specific factors, the
payback for a PGTK “ENVI-Marine” scrubber can be between 5-18 months. These indicate the business has a
highly commercial product. There are approximately 55-60,000 ships circling the world to move our containers of
goods, oil, gas and other cargoes. Of this circa 60,000 ships, it is estimated just 4,000 have scrubbers installed,
enabling them to use the cheaper bunker fuel. Not all ships will end up having a scrubber placed, some ships
nearing the end of their useful lives will probably just use the more expensive fuel until they’re scrapped. With
that said, the scale of the future opportunity is enormous.
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The average scrubber manufacture, supply and installation evidently costs about $2.4m (of which PGTK generates
$1.4m-$1.6m for the scrubber and $800k-1m in installation costs, which PGTK does sometimes). If we assume
something in the order of 12-14,000 (about 1/4) of the current fleet of ships end up with a scrubber, then the
future revenue opportunity is something in the order of $30b+. If PGTK can just capture 5% of this opportunity
over the next 5 years, they can underwrite at least 5 years of the earning potential I describe below in the “How
profitable can PGTK be: -“ section.
In speaking with management prior to authoring this report, I asked the question as to whether they thought they
would be able to win steady marine work to replace the order book as they complete the existing work. They
seem remarkably confident that for at least the next few years, shippers will be scrambling to get large parts of
their fleets converted. Inquiry levels so far in 2020 have apparently exceeded all of the 2019 inquiries, all that
remains is to turn inquiries into revenue.
The key swing factor here is likely to be the spread between the fuel prices, with the gap presumably narrowing
over time as demand for bunker fuel is increased by the addition of a substantial expansion in ships capable of
legally running the fuel. I estimate the shipping revenues will have at least a few years to run and if PGTK can
continue to capture an expanding portion of this market, it comfortably underwrites the current valuation.
The Competitive Environment: PGTK’s key competitors are mostly operating out of Northern Europe/Scandinavia.
Yara International are a Norwegian business capitalised at about AU$15b, generating annual revenues of about
AU$20.7b and EBITDA of about AU$2.2b per annum.
Alfa Laval are a Swedish business capitalised at about AU$14.5b, generating annual revenues of about AU$7.2b
and EBITDA of about AU$1.3b per annum.
Wartsila are a Finnish business, capitalised at nearly AU$10b, generate annual revenues of about AU$8.8b and
EBITDA of about AU$1b per annum.
The businesses described above operate with gross margins ranging from 26-44%, meaning the 40% gross profit
(see below) PGTK seem to operate at is within the range of industry norms. These large firms obviously operate
across a much wider set of technologies/industries than just scrubbers. To get an idea of the breadth of the
businesses, have a look at the description of Wartsila’s operations in this link. Even so, the three competitors
named above evidently speak for more than 50% of the global market for scrubbers, with a variety of smaller
competitors still much larger than PGTK. It should not be hard for market share gains if the technology is as far
ahead of others in the industry as it appears to be. Evidently circa 150 of the 4,000 installed/ordered scrubbers
are PGTK units. This makes it seem quite conservative given the significant competitive advantages of the PGTK
technology that only 5% of the opportunity over the next 5-7 years. The business should be multiples of its
current size if it can just maintain the current share of marine scrubbers. This ignores the very substantial market
opportunity PGTK have outside of their core marine business.
How profitable can PGTK be: The latest investor presentation (5.2MB .PDF) from PGTK released after the December 2019 10Q’s (.PDF) release
indicates PGTK has an order backlog at present of $212m. If we were to assume they were able to deliver that
entire backlog this year (which having spoken to management they are capable of doing, but the timing of
delivery is often out of their hands – more on this below), then the business is capable of earning a “Gross Profit”
of approximately $85m (GP margin has been 40.0% & 39.7% from the last two quarterlies).
The below the line expenses have been $11.6m & $12.6m from the last two quarterlies. If we assume they will
run at $12.5m per quarter, then $50m of non-COGS expenses seems a reasonable estimate. This would place the
current profit potential of the business at around $35m per year, which is remarkably high for a business
capitalised at $103m at the $2.20 per share closing price for February.
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Why Customers Choose Pacific Green: Rather than me try (and probably fail) to explain the technology, instead, see the below page from a company
presentation:

Key advantages in layman’s terms is the lower operational height of the PGTK scrubber, and the smaller footprint,
there is also a very useful short video on the Pacific Green website that explains the tech. The PGTK scrubber is
cheaper on both CAPEX and OPEX, if the market is rational, PGTK will surely grow their market share in future.
The second big advantage PGTK have is their long-curated working relationship with PowerChina (Power
Construction Corporation of China, Ltd (601669.SS)). PowerChina are a roughly AU$15b capitalised business
generating >AU$70b of revenue per annum with more than 200,000 employees.
The relationship with PowerChina enables PGTK to scale rapidly without placing a working capital strain on the
PGTK business. PowerChina match the terms PGTK give their customers, effectively allowing PGTK free access to
PowerChina’s enormous balance sheet, and an almost unlimited ability to scale should they be able to win
increased levels of work. This enables PGTK to develop positive cash balances throughout the client delivery
program.
The amount of time a ship spends out of commission having scrubbers retrofitted is also incredibly important to
the ship-owner. Recent reports of a Turkish shipyard taking 149 days to complete a scrubber installation will have
potential customers reviewing PGTK’s offering very favourably. They apparently take 30-40 days for the entire
retrofit including dry dock, whereas most competitors are in excess of 60 days. From deposit to commissioning,
PGTK generally take less than 6 months, compared to 8-13 months for competitors. These are meaningful
differences and unless the competition can close some of the gaps in CAPEX, OPEX and installation times, the
most likely outcome would have to be an ever-increasing proportion of the work being won by PGTK.
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Post-Shipping Opportunities: PGTK have capability in concentrated solar power (parabolic trough and molten salt) and desalination, but the
primary near-term opportunity that excites me is the “Land-based Flue Gas Desulphurisation (FGD) System”,
which enables the removal of sulphur dioxide from boiler exhaust. China has an installed base of coal-fired power
now exceeding 1,000 terawatts and about 3,500 plants (and is still building new plants). This is an incredibly large
number, and we will have all seen pictures of the incredible pollution smogs that occasionally descend on Chinese
cities under certain weather conditions.
Like all countries as they become wealthier, citizens become much more attuned to environmental matters once
their more basic needs are met. The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has shown an increasing willingness to deal
with environmental issues over the past few years and the scale of the opportunity in land-based
desulphurisation is many times larger than the IMO 2020 opportunity PGTK is currently enjoying. Outside of
China, India also have 166,000 MWe of coal fired power plants requiring compliance retrofits. This Indian retrofit
opportunity is estimated to exceed $8b and is dwarfed by the Chinese opportunity.
The average age of Chinese coal fired power plants is about 11 years. The design life for these plants is 40-50
years. To give a contrast, the average age of Australia’s 23GW of coal fired power is about 29 years, therefore
much closer to the end of its useful life, making replacing, rather than retrofitting to improve the environmental
output a much more realistic option. The US fleet of coal plants is closer to 40 years of age, making it even easier
for them to replace that power with current technologies.
There will likely be many tens of billions of dollars spent on retrofitting older coal fired power stations (not to
mention cement plants, waste incinerators and steelworks - ). Such a retrofit program would go a long way to
eliminating the smog hazard these plants currently present, whilst enabling them to see out their economic lives.
Doubtless many Chinese plants will be retired younger than the plants of the developed nations, but if we assume
they see 30 years of service, there is 19 years of improved environmental output to be gained by using PGTK’s
technologies. The relationship with PowerChina positioned alongside the technological superiority of the PGTK
products should mean the company is the presumptive front-runner to the process of improving the
environmental friendliness of the current fleet of China’s coal fired power plants. That is to say nothing of the
enormous opportunity outside of China.
What is it Worth: The easiest way to think about a business such as this is to imagine you were the owner of the entire business and
someone offered to buy it from you. The value to a private owner is not necessarily likely to be achieved in a
public market (sometimes listed businesses trade well short of private valuations, sometimes well beyond), but it
gives a useful starting point.
If I owned 100% of PGTK and someone offered me $10 per share in a takeover, I would very likely turn them
down. This is a business that under its current construction (it is debt free and modestly net-cash) is comfortably
capable of earning $30-50m pre-tax. Such a business once it has a few such years under its belt is highly unlikely
to be valued below $500m, which is 5 times the current share price. We think the undervaluation is material and
very likely to be corrected in the next year or two.
There is one other relatively imminent potential catalyst to rectify the obvious undervaluation at present of PGTK
stock. The business will shortly uplist to the NASDAQ exchange, which will make transacting in the stock much
easier for many potential buyers, including some institutions that have mandates that preclude them from buying
OTC stock. The one risk with this uplisting is that the business feels compelled to undertake a significant M&A
transaction as part of the process. This might be something they would consider as without additional stock being
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available for better price discovery, the uplisting itself will likely not assist liquidity that much, management and
insiders own 45% of the stock and have clearly been disinclined to sell at the prevailing low valuation, a change of
exchange doesn’t change this factor without the issuance of additional equity.
The risk of course is that the business purchased was meaningfully inferior to the operations already owned, with
the secondary concern being that given the obvious and demonstrable undervaluation of PGTK shares, if a
transaction of meaningful scale was undertaken at the present valuation, it would likely be highly dilutive to the
current PGTK shareholders. The 45% insider ownership provides strong protection against such an outcome, but
investment bankers with their spreadsheets can be a persuasive lot.
We fall on the side of heavy insider ownership being a likely protection against a poor outcome as described
above. Also, as at 31 December 2019, PGTK also carried $16m of company cash on the balance sheet, and was
highly cash-generative, so the need for a meaningful raising of capital is also lowered by this fact.
Coronavirus (😯): It is worth noting the fall in revenues from the September quarter of $62.7m to the December quarter of $37.5m.
Shipping rates spiked in the December quarter, and like all good profit-seeking capitalists, the shippers deferred
installations to chase the improved pricing conditions. Shipping rates fell back to earth in January, which would
likely provide a tailwind for PGTK quarterly revenues as shippers used the weak market to bring forward retrofits.
Coronavirus changes that, we must understand how long/damaging the effect will be.
The Chinese shipyards PGTK use to undertake their installations closed down as usual for the Chinese New Year
holiday period. What is different this year is they didn’t reopen as normal as part of the CCP’s coronavirus
containment efforts. Apparently shipyards began reopening in the last week of February, but it stands to reason
the revenue for the March 2020 quarter will be weaker than it should have otherwise been.
None of this really alters the long-term valuation case for PGTK, in fact the likely continued weakness in shipping
rates a global economic slowdown caused by coronavirus and attempts to contain it could perversely assist PGTK
as the predisposition for ship owners to conduct retrofits is likely enhanced by the combination of reduced
shipping rates and the need to improve the economics of their fleets by enabling their ships to operate using the
cheaper bunker fuel.
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The Zero Fee Collective: Pre-registrations of interest in The ZFC have continued through February. For those who haven’t previously heard
about this initiative, it will be a “Fund of Funds”, or “Multi-Manager” style product we are launching to broaden
the range of more investor aligned products available in the market. The November 2019 newsletter (.PDF) gave a
more detailed outline of what we have in mind for The ZFC. Please keep sending emails expressing interest to
ZFCInvestors@egpcapital.com.au to ensure you’re kept abreast of developments. We remain committed to a
launch in the second half of 2020 at this stage. Fund managers interested in being part can contact us
ZFCManagers@egpcapital.com.au so we can discuss how you might be part of the initiative.
Key Portfolio Information: Our top 10 holdings at 29 February 2020 were:
Rank

Holding

Percentage Equity Weighting Percentage Portfolio Weighting

1

United Overseas Australia (UOS.ASX)

11.6%

10.0%

2

Site Group International (SIT.ASX)

9.7%

8.4%

3

LawFinance (LAW.ASX)

7.1%

6.1%

4

Smartpay (SMP.ASX)

5.6%

4.9%

5

Kangaroo Plantation (KPT.ASX)

4.1%

3.6%

6

Undisclosed Holding

3.9%

3.3%

7

Undisclosed Holding

3.5%

3.0%

8

Dicker Data (DDR.ASX)

3.3%

2.8%

9

SDI Limited (SDI.ASX)

2.6%

2.3%

10

Undisclosed Holding

2.6%

2.3%

Our largest 5 holdings now comprise 38.1% of our invested capital, our top 10 holdings are 54.0% and our top 15
represent 65.3%. Cash and cash equivalents are 14% of the portfolio. The median market capitalisation is $83.8m.
Weighted average market capitalisation is $351m.

As always, investors with any questions, suggestions, comments or investment ideas should feel free to drop me a
line – Tony@egpcapital.com.au
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Fund Features
Min. Initial investment
Max. Initial investment
Additional investments

Portfolio Analytics

Applications/redemptions

Closed to new
investors
$5,000 (Minimum)
$200,000 (Maximum)
Monthly

Distribution

Annual 30th June

Management fee

0%

Performance fee (<$50m)
Performance fee (>$50m)
Auditor

20.5% (inc GST)
15.375% (inc GST)
Ernst & Young

Custodian/PB

NAB Asset Services

Responsible Entity

Fundhost Limited

Fund Size

$84m

Mid-Price for EGPCVF Units
Accumulated Franking per Unit

$1.1473
$0.0111

Sharpe Ratio1

0.96

Sortino Ratio1

0.83

Annualised Standard Dev. – EGP
Annualised S/D - Benchmark
Largest Monthly Loss – EGP
Largest Monthly Loss - Benchmark
Largest Drawdown – EGP
Largest Drawdown - Benchmark
% Of Positive Months – EGP
% Of Positive Months - Benchmark
Cumulative return2 – EGP
Cumulative return2 – Benchmark
1-year return2 – EGP
1-year return – Benchmark
3-year annualised return2 – EGP
3-year annualised – Benchmark
5-year annualised return2 – EGP
5-year annualised – Benchmark
Buy Price for EGPCVF Units
Sell Price for EGPCVF Units

10.32%
10.64%
-6.7%
-7.7%
-9.4%
-9.4%
61.3%
61.3%
26.2%
25.0%
36.5%
24.7%
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
$1.1490
$1.1455

1 Sharpe and Sortino Ratios calculated using the Monthly Benchmark ASX200 Total Return Index
2 Return is net of all fees and costs and assumes reinvestment of dividends. 1, 3 and 5 year figures are rolling annualised figures.
Past performance is not an indicator of future performance.
DISCLAIMER:
EGP Capital Pty Ltd (ABN 32 145 120 681) (EGP Capital) is the holder of AFSL #499193. None of the information provided is, or should be considered to be, general or personal
financial advice. The information provided is factual information only and is not intended to imply any recommendation or opinion about a finan cial product. The content has been
prepared without taking into account your personal objectives, financial situations or needs. You should consider seeking your own independent financial advice before making any
financial or investment decisions. The information provided in this presentation is believed to be accurate at the time of writing. None of EGP Capital, Fundhost or their related
entities nor their respective officers and agents accepts responsibility for any inaccuracy in, or any actions taken in r eliance upon, that information. The EGP Concentrated Value
Fund (ARSN 619879631) (Fund) discussed in this report is offered via a Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) which contains all the details of the offer. The Fund PDS is issued by
Fundhost Limited (AFSL 233045) as responsible entity for the Fund. Before making any decision to make or hold any investment in a Fund you should consider the PDS in full. The
PDS will be made available by contacting EGP Capital (info@egpcapital.com.au). Investment returns are not guaranteed. Past performance is not an indicator of future
performance.
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